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Abstract 

Since 1977 Sri Lankan unskilled women migration gradually move for substantially 

important path. Moreover it gathered foreign remittances to the motherland and it 

becomes key aspect of annual Gross National Product (GNP). And the social aspect of 

economically wellbeing is encouraged rural or countryside people to migrate, 

especially women to Middle East as Housemaids. Then in 1985 Sri Lankan Ministry of 

Foreign employment established Sri Lanka foreign employment Bureau and Sri Lanka 

foreign employment Agency to support and encourage people.  During the 90
th
 century 

Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Dubai, Oman, Jordan, Lebanon, Bahrain were popular. 

Then Sri Lanka became a labour source country. This research observed about 

challengers, difficulties and harassments faced by the housemaids in Middle East and 

why they become victims of those facts under following objectives. To identify reasons 

of increased unskilled women migration from Sri Lanka to Middle East. To analyze the 

Socio and Cultural issues in working places of Middle East. To determine the actions 

were taken by the government to decrease the problems of Middle East and limitations 

of that. And secondary data such as researches and recorded data about former 

housemaid employers may contribute to identify their attitudes on employments in 

Middle East. Moreover their own experiences will be the great evidences to find key 

tasks. They do not have proper education of using electronics and about culture. Also 

cannot against over their master’s behaviors. Because of they are week and powerless. 

Some of housemaids came back with permanently disabled, sick, sexual harassments, 

painful experiences or died. And the other social effect is children of migrate mother 

exploited by the society. Those findings were the outcomes of this research. 

Suggestions are the government should make more successful procedure for unskilled 

women migration to the Middle East, The human rights of housemaids must be 

protected. Therefore this women migration must be updated by the current 

circumstances according to the world labour market and responsible to protect social 

condition of human values. This research should be important for scholars, researchers, 

undergraduates and people who are engaged with this subject for further observations.  
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